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Having obtained from Mike Danata's Magic Studio (who obtained the rights from
Repro Magic) the legal right to distribute the long out of print, legendary book by
Simon Lovell entitled "The Magic of Show Business for the 1990's." Jonathan
Royle is proud to once again be able to make this most important publication on
how to make it in the world of showbiz available for the benefit of all who read it.

Supplied as a large format A4 size PDF. This publication contains 144 pages of
pure gold and when studied and put into action it is almost guaranteed to both
make you a far better performer as well as helping you to generate more shows
and for higher performance fees.

This is a completely re-written, updated and hugely expanded version of his
acclaimed book, originally published in the very early 1980's and long out of print.

It contains everything you will need to know about the BUSINESS of
SHOWBUSINESS.

There is much more to it than simply being able to do a few tricks!

As a taster, here are just a few of the topics that are covered, in this massive
volume.

Agents, managers, publicity, advertising, how to get television work, getting on
and off, getting paid, pulling applause, audience participation, handling hecklers,
music, lighting, choosing the material and tricks, microphones and P.A., lighting,
how to cope with book keeping, tax, accounts etc, table hopping, restaurant work,
getting tips, pages of useful addresses, agents, bookers, make-up suppliers, TV
studios and contacts, costumers, details about equity, publicity material and
photos and where to get them, plus much more.

If you want to take the business of magic seriously, if you want to make real
money out of magic, then this book is UNRESERVEDLY RECOMMENDED.

There is a good reason why Simon Lovell has performed live and been featured
on TV shows galore all over the world and that is because he followed the tried,
tested and proven to consistently work insider secrets, strategies and techniques
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for success that are contained within the pages of his book "The Magic of
Showbiz."

And those are the exact same secrets of success that you will get when you
make the most intelligent decision to grab your copy of this eBook today.
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